
 
Y8 Home and Independent Learning  
 
Year 8 Home Learning 

Subje
ct 
 

AR3 Content – ‘Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’ 

Week 
1 
 
Engli
sh Y8 
 
01/06/
2 

 

 Read chapters 16-20  of the book (the words are on the screen but it is an audio 
book so you can listen at the same time). Follow the link below and use the 
navigation on the right hand of the screen to move to the next chapter. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdjvCcq-
4gg&list=PLKwtZgvBM54WsDpIxmU2k498q87BK1HxQ 
 
You can also read the book online: 
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bHRwcy5pbmZvfG1yc21pbmVyb3x
neDo3YmViODJjOTkzMGQwNmZj 
 

 Once you have read / listened to a chapter, answer the questions that your 
teacher has uploaded to Google Classroom to check your understanding. 
 

 

Week 
2 
 
Engli
sh Y8 
 
08/06/
20 

 Analyse an extract from the book, selecting effective phrases and explaining the 
effect of the writer’s word choice.  
 

 Use the sentence starters and resources provided by your class teacher to 
answer the following essay question: 

 
 How does the writer evoke a sense of sympathy? 

Week 
3 
 
Engli
sh Y8 
 
16/06/
20 

 Watch the video clip below and answer the questions that follow: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVSaHwK8Rys 

 Describe the appearance of the two boys. How do they look different? 
 

 Watch the clip below and answer the questions that follow: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_UUoREECUo 

 What is Bruno confused about? Why is he so curious? How is Bruno’s life so 
different to the ‘farmers’?  

 

 Watch the clip below and answer the questions that follow: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rraMyhrlIE 

 How did you feel watching this clip? Why? This is devastating for Bruno’s family. 
After we see his mother’s emotional reaction, we then see a room full of 
‘pyjamas’ – the clothing of countless people. What do you think the lasting 
message is here? 

 

Week 
4 
 
Engli
sh Y8  
 
22/06/
20 

 

 Recall point of view and letter writing methods.  
 

 Read and analyse an example letter from the point of view of Bruno. Identify the 
methods used and explain what effect they have. 
 

 Respond to the feedback your teacher has provided for your essay. 
 

Week 
5 
 

 

 Complete the planning sheets provided by your class teacher. You will use this 
plan to write your first draft of the letter so ensure it is detailed. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdjvCcq-4gg&list=PLKwtZgvBM54WsDpIxmU2k498q87BK1HxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdjvCcq-4gg&list=PLKwtZgvBM54WsDpIxmU2k498q87BK1HxQ
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bHRwcy5pbmZvfG1yc21pbmVyb3xneDo3YmViODJjOTkzMGQwNmZj
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bHRwcy5pbmZvfG1yc21pbmVyb3xneDo3YmViODJjOTkzMGQwNmZj
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVSaHwK8Rys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_UUoREECUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rraMyhrlIE
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Engli
sh Y8 
 
29/06/
20 

 Draft your letter from the point of view of Bruno. Use the resources provided by 
your class teacher and your own knowledge of point of view writing to ensure 
your letter is engaging and emotive. 

Week 
6 
 
Engli
sh Y8 
 
06/07/
20 

 

 Analyse the book covers of ‘Private Peaceful’ and ‘Goodnight Mister Tom’ using 
the resource provided by your teacher. 
 

 Design your own book cover for ‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’. Label it to 
explain your choices of colour, images, text etc. 
 

 Using the example model blurbs and your own knowledge of the text, write a 
blurb for ‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’.  

Week 
7 
 
Engli
sh Y8 
 
13/07/
20 

 

 Using feedback from your class teacher and the resources provided, write 
your final draft letter from the point of view of Bruno. 

 

Green – this piece of work will be marked in detail. 

Red – students must respond to the feedback provided from teachers here. 

 

 

 

  



 
Y8 Home and Independent Learning  
 
 

  

Subject AR3 Content 

Maths  
Year 8 
Foundation 
8RS1 
8RS2 
8FS4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Calculating with Fractions, Decimals and Percentages   

 Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide fractions and mixed numbers   

 Convert confidently between percentage, fractions and decimals 
and see percentage changes as a fraction or a decimal, and 
interpret these multiplicatively 

 compare two quantities using percentages 

 calculate percentage change, including percentage 
increase/decrease 

Solving Equations  

 recognise and use relationships between operations, including 
inverse operations  

 solve linear equations with one unknown, including those that 
contain brackets  

Calculating Space 

 use units of measure  for length, area, volume/capacity 

 calculate perimeters of 2D shapes 

 calculate area of triangles, parallelograms, trapezia 

 calculate surface area of cuboids 

 calculate volume of cuboids 

Statistics   

 interpret and draw frequency tables, bar charts, pie charts,  
pictograms and vertical line charts  

 Calculate the mean, mode, range and median  

 Compare at least two data sets using mean, mode, range and 
median 
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Subject AR3 Content 

Maths  
Year 8  
Crossover 
8FS2 
8FS3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Algebraic Proficiency: Visualising   

 plot straight-line graphs  

 identify and interpret gradients and intercepts of straight line graphs  

 plot quadratic graphs  

 recognise, sketch and interpret graphs of linear functions and simple 
quadratic functions 

 plot and interpret real life graphs and graphs involving distance and 
speed 

Understanding Risk 2 

 apply systematic listing strategies 

 complete Frequency Trees using them to calculate probability 

 complete Venn diagrams using them to calculate probability 

 construct possibility space diagrams and use them to calculate 
probability  

 apply ideas of randomness, fairness and equally likely events to 
calculate expected outcomes of multiple experiments 

Statistics   

 use and interpret scatter graphs  

 recognise correlation 

 interpret, analyse and compare two sets of data using the median, 
mean, range and or mode/modal class 

 apply statistics to describe a population 
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Subject AR3 Content 

Maths  
Year 8 
Higher  
Classes  
8AA1 
8AA2 
8FS1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solving Equations and Inequalities Part 2 

 solve, in simple cases, two linear simultaneous equations 

 derive an equations (or two simultaneous) from written descriptions  

 find approximate solutions to simultaneous equations using a graph 
 
Understanding Risk 

 use tree diagrams to calculate the probability of independent and 
dependent combined events 

 understand that unbiased samples tend towards theoretical probability 
 
Statistics  

 interpret and construct tables, charts and diagrams, including tables 
and line graphs for time series  

 draw estimated lines of best fit on scatter graphs and use them to  
make predictions 

 know correlation does not indicate causation 
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RE  

 
 

Lesson 1: 

Islam 

What are the five key facts about Islam? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfwhfg8/articles/znhjcqt 

What do Muslims believe and how do they worship? 

What are the denominations? 

What are the Five Pillars of Islam? 

Complete the quiz at the end of the bottom of the webpage 

Lesson 2: 

Five Pillars of Islam 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/practices/fivepillars.shtml 

What are the Five Pillars of Islam? 

Why are they important? 

What beliefs do you live by? 

Pick out five key important beliefs in your life that act as a pillar, i.e. my family is 
important to me because… 

Make sure you explain why these things are important to you 

 

Lesson 3: 

Mosque 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/inside-the-mosque-what-do-you-need-to-know/zr3f2sg 

Click of the link above 

Explain what can be found within a Mosque 

Explain the features of a Mosque 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/religious-education-ks2-my-life-my-
religion-east-london-mosque/zmctvk7 

Watch the above video and explain what you can learn from a Mosque  

 

Lesson 4-5: 

The Qur’an 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpmm97h/revision/2 

Read and watch the video  

Explain why the Qur’an is important for Muslims 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpmm97h/revision/3 

Explain how the Qur’an should be treated when in use 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpmm97h/revision/6 

Explain the difference between the Hadith and Sunnah 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfwhfg8/articles/znhjcqt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/practices/fivepillars.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/inside-the-mosque-what-do-you-need-to-know/zr3f2sg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/religious-education-ks2-my-life-my-religion-east-london-mosque/zmctvk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/religious-education-ks2-my-life-my-religion-east-london-mosque/zmctvk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpmm97h/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpmm97h/revision/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpmm97h/revision/6
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Click on the glossary at the bottom of the webpage and make a note of all of the key 
terms 

Reflection: what is your favourite book? 

Why is it important to read? 

Complete a review of your book- what are the positives/ negatives of the story?   

 

Lesson 6: 

Pilgrimage to Mecca 

Read the information 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcrkxnb/revision/1 

Make notes on the following 

Ihram 

Ka'bah 

Safa and Marwah 

Mina 

Muzdalifah 

Eid ul-Adha 

 

Lesson 7: 

Pilgrimage to Mecca 

Read the information 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcrkxnb/revision/2 

Make notes on: 

Nature and importance 

Click on the glossary and summarise the key terms 

 

Reflection: Where is your special place? 

Why is it special to you? 

What makes it special? 

How do you make it special? 

This could be a holiday, your home, someone else’s home, i.e. nan/ grandad 

Why is it important that we have places to reflect? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcrkxnb/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcrkxnb/revision/2
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Music  

01/06/2020 

African Drumming 
Signal and Master Drummer 

Know: 2 new African drumming techniques Signal and Master drummer 

Be able to: recognise and respond to a signal 

Understand: the role of a master drummer  

Google Classroom task 4: Video listening exercise African male 

8/06/2020 

African Drumming 
Signal and Master Drummer 

Know: 2 new African drumming techniques Signal and Master drummer 

Be able to: recognise and respond to a signal 

Understand: the role of a master drummer 

Google Classroom task 5: Video listening exercise Paul Simon 

15/06/2020 

African Drumming 
Rondo Form 

Define: Rondo Form 

Compose: using Rondo Form 

Perform: my own role in an African drumming circle  
Google Classroom task 5: Video listening exercise Paul Simon 

22/06/2020 

African Drumming 
Rondo Form 

Define: Rondo Form 

Compose: using Rondo Form 

Perform: my own role in an African drumming circle  

Google Classroom task 6: Video listening exercise Djembe/ Djembe worksheet 

29/06/2020 

African Drumming 
Composition Task 

Incorporate: an effective signal into a composition 

Be able to: use rondo form when composing 

Understand: your role in the ensemble  

Google Classroom task 6: Video listening exercise Djembe/ Djembe worksheet 

06/07/2020 

African Drumming 
Composition Task 

Incorporate: an effective signal into a composition 

Be able to: use rondo form when composing 

Understand: your role in the ensemble  

Google Classroom task 7: Video listening Hippo and Dog  

13/07/2020 

African Drumming 
Composition Task 

Incorporate: an effective signal into a composition 

Be able to: use rondo form when composing 

Understand: your role in the ensemble 

Google Classroom task 7: Video listening Hippo and Dog 
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Dance  

01/06/2020 Watch task - Teenage Street Dance Routine: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GdE1_9qx0I 

HAIL Activity: Google Classroom - Breakdance Project Worksheet 5 and video. 8/06/2020 

15/06/2020 Online Resource on evaluating a Street Dance performance. Can you evaluate yourself using this model? 
http://www.skillsup.co.uk/dance/evaluation/ 

HAIL Activity: Google Classroom – Safe dance practice worksheet 22/06/2020 

29/06/2020 Online Resource to improve in Street Dance: https://www.lilbeatz.co.uk/top-tips-improve-street-dance-skills/ 

HAIL Activity: Complete DDI Worksheet. 

HAIL Activity 2: Google Classroom – Dance Styles Worksheet 06/07/2020 

13/07/2020 

Watch task - Street dance choreography: Evaluating and improving based on assessment feedback. 

Street Dance mixed with Ballet: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Kgeu4rLPkM 

HAIL Activity: Google Classroom – Create your own Tik Tok mash up. All video links and resources will be on 
Google classroom. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GdE1_9qx0I
http://www.skillsup.co.uk/dance/evaluation/
https://www.lilbeatz.co.uk/top-tips-improve-street-dance-skills/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Kgeu4rLPkM
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Subject AR3 Content 

Business 
Studies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project based approach to the basics in business studies, based on a scenario where students are to 
create a product of their own.  This project continues to consolidate and build upon learning from year 7.  
The scenario is that they work for a small chocolate based business and have to think of and create a 
brand new chocolate product that can be brought to the market.  It allows for lots of creativity in addition to 
essential business skills.   There are no limits!  Students should have thought of a product and who the 
customer for their product is.  They will have done some market research to help with their ideas. 

 

 

Business studies – understanding pricing strategies and how to apply them 

Students will be able to: 

 explain what a pricing strategy is  

 discuss the 4 different pricing strategies that a business may use 

 explain how pricing strategy links to the product, the customer and the price charged 

 
This lesson will teach students about different pricing strategies that a business would use and the link 
between pricing strategies and products.  Students will then consider which pricing strategy is best for the 
product they have chosen and then what price they would charge for their product. 
 
 

Evaluate & showcase your business ideas 

Students will be able to: 

 create a slideshow to present my business idea 

 understand how to ensure the presentation is suitable for the audience  

 assess and evaluate my own strengths and weaknesses 

 

These last few lessons will see students try to pull the whole project together to showcase their work all in 
one place.  They should showcase the whole project with as much explanation as they can, and approach 
this task like they are trying to persuade a manager or an investor to think that their business idea that 
they have produced is better than that of all their peers!  A bit like Dragons Den!  They could even present 
it to someone at home. 

 
Resources to support all lessons will be added to the class page on google classroom to allow students to 

continue with their learning at home. 
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Drama  

01/06/2020 
Introduction to Melodrama- What is Melodrama? Who are the stock characters involved? What do you notice about the performance style and the 
use of body language, gesture, facial expression and pace? Create a list of adjectives to describe the stock characters. Consider how you can 
bring these adjectives to life. Create freeze frames to represent the stock characters. 
Challenge: Bring freeze frames to life in a spontaneous improvisation.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4XyzIJjBlA- Melodrama including stock characters  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89wis6V86gs Melodrama-performance 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2 
HAIL: Research the History of Melodrama. You can present this is a Poster; PowerPoint presentation; a written piece of work or another 
creative way of your choice. 

https://www.elephantmelodrama.com/elephant-melodrama-blog/the-history-and-legacy-of-melodrama 

 
 

8/06/2020 

15/06/2020 
Melodrama- What is a typical plot line? What modern day Melodramas might you have seen before? Create a performance using the ‘Train Track 
Terror’ script. Consider how you perform in a Melodramatic style and how you will represent your character physically. Showcase performances 
and evaluations.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pX5_7qDzuY"=-pX5_7qDzuY 9 (Soap Opera) 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2 
HAIL: Watch a Soap Opera and decide which characters you could link to typical stock characters within Melodrama.  

Consider potential plot lines for a piece of Drama. Write a mind map of ideas that you can share with your group next lesson. 
 

22/06/2020 

29/06/2020 
Melodrama- Create your own Melodrama in groups using no dialogue. Consider a suitable plot line using your knowledge of Melodrama. How will 
you ensure that the audience still understands your storyline with no dialogue? How will you present your character? Consider the use of gesture, 
facial expression, body, language, pace and music.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2 
HAIL: Think about what music you might use for your performance. You could choose one that has been suggested to you or select one 
of your own. Why have you chosen this music? Why does it enhance your performance?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzx5Q-WNgIE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-iHnbPb60Y (Powerful and Dramatic) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLXwpGCn2KQ (comedic) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCrKncOpE7Q&list=PLsIGrZkgKYmdUVAQNV-EHBlc_gviVjAe_ (comedic) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C16bt7b9LJc (Dramatic- Villain) 
 

06/07/2020 

13/07/2020 

Melodrama- Continue to work on your performance. Add dialogue to enhance your performance to develop the storyline further. Polish your 
performance in preparation for your assessment. Consider how you will ensure that you produce a professional performance suitable for an 
audience. Evaluate own work and the work of others considering strengths, areas for development and next steps.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2 
HAIL: Evaluate your own performance and the performance of others. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4XyzIJjBlA-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89wis6V86gs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89wis6V86gs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2
https://www.elephantmelodrama.com/elephant-melodrama-blog/the-history-and-legacy-of-melodrama
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pX5_7qDzuY%22HYPERLINK%20%22https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pX5_7qDzuY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzx5Q-WNgIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-iHnbPb60Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLXwpGCn2KQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCrKncOpE7Q&list=PLsIGrZkgKYmdUVAQNV-EHBlc_gviVjAe_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C16bt7b9LJc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4c28xs/revision/2
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Geography Y8 Please find all documents to fill in, resources / useful links and support on Google Classroom. 
 
Topic 1: What is the future for the planet? A geographer’s view 
 
Key questions:  

 What is climate change? What is the evidence for climate change? What causes climate change?  

 What are the consequences of climate change on our planet?  

 How is Antarctica impacted by climate change?  

 How can we reduce the effects of climate change?  

 What is the issue with plastic pollution?  
 
Resources to aid understanding:  

 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/ (what is climate change?) 

 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/  

 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/ 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=impacts+of+climate+change+bbc (Impacts of climate change)  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvjD6AVoWkQ (Antarctica documentary)  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RS7IzU2VJIQ (Plastic pollution)  
 
 
Topic 2: Geographical fieldwork enquiry.  
 
Key questions:  

 What is fieldwork?  

 What are the key features of a fieldwork enquiry? 

 How do you conduct a geographical fieldwork enquiry? What kind of skills do you need?  

 What is the difference between human and physical fieldwork? 

 How to complete a fieldwork write up (including methods, evaluations, presenting results, conclusions)? 
 
 
Resources to aid understanding:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTT3hPVoCoY (Why is fieldwork important?) 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqk7nbk/revision/1 (Introduction to fieldwork) 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=impacts+of+climate+change+bbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvjD6AVoWkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RS7IzU2VJIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTT3hPVoCoY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqk7nbk/revision/1
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Subject AR3 Content 

Science 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Factors affecting resistance 
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of resistance. Investigate and 
explain some factors affecting resistance. Describe some uses of resistors. 

2. Using models 
 Explain how voltage, current and resistance are related in different 
circuits. Use models to describe electric circuits. Demonstrate the use of 
models in science. 

3. Series and Parallel 
                     Explain how voltage and current vary in different circuits. Investigate 
series and parallel circuits. Produce simple circuits. 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zgvq4qt/revision/4 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcgkp39/revision/1 
 
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/voltage-current-resistance-and-ohms-law/all 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsfgr82/revision/4 
 

4. Comparing Series and Parallel circuits 
Explain the circuits used in our homes. Investigate and explain current and 
voltage in series and parallel circuits. Construct series and parallel circuits. 
 

5. Static Charge 
Use evidence to develop ideas about static charge. Explain how static 
charge can be generated.  Recognise the effects of static charge. 
 

6. Hooke’s Law 
                   Analyse data from a graph. Generate data and produce a graph. Investigate 
the effects of applied force on springs. 
 
 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zthyvcw/revision/1 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zthyvcw/revision/1 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLgSXryMxwM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yc2-363MIQs 
 
 
 
https://kids.kiddle.co/Hooke%27s_law 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/9 
 

7. Friction 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zgvq4qt/revision/4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zcgkp39/revision/1
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/voltage-current-resistance-and-ohms-law/all
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsfgr82/revision/4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zthyvcw/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zthyvcw/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLgSXryMxwM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yc2-363MIQs
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Identify the force of friction between two objects. Describe some of the 
effects of friction. Understand that friction acts in the opposite direction 
to the direction of movement. 

8. Turning Forces 
Explain how to balance different weights on a see-saw. Describe the forces acting on a 
see-saw. Understand that the forces turn about the fulcrum. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/4 
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_friction.html 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kMNtZvYmqQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22VGQM1jCn8 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/6 
 

9. Moments 
State and use the law of moments. Describe how turning forces can be 
increased. List some examples of levers used as force multipliers. 
 

10. Pressure 
Explain how pressure can be applied on a solid surface. Describe some 
effects of varying pressure. Give some examples of using pressure. 

11. Calculating Pressure 
Rearrange an equation for pressure. Calculate the size of pressure 
exerted. Identify the factors that determine the size of pressure on a solid. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/6 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=511rdc8K_TU 
https://study.com/academy/lesson/force-area-pressure-relationship-applications.html 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zssbgk7/revision/1 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zssbgk7/revision/1 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9fkmsg/revision/2 
 

12. Pressure in liquids 
Explain the problems of working at high pressures. Explain how pressure 
increases in relation to particles and gravity. Describe how pressure in a 
liquid alters with depth. 

13.  Pressure in gases 
                    Analyse data from a graph of pressure. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4brd2p/articles/zn2r97h 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zssbgk7/test 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2wmxnb/revision/3 
 
 

 
 

 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/4
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_friction.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kMNtZvYmqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22VGQM1jCn8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zttfyrd/revision/6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=511rdc8K_TU
https://study.com/academy/lesson/force-area-pressure-relationship-applications.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zssbgk7/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zssbgk7/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9fkmsg/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4brd2p/articles/zn2r97h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zssbgk7/test
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2wmxnb/revision/3
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Subject AR3 Content 

 
French 
Y8 AA/ 
FS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Mon argent de poche’ (My pocket money) –  understanding how to talk 
about how you earn your pockey money, what you buy and what you are 
going to buy in the future  
 

(Linguascope login details and other weblinks are provided on Google classroom or 
on powerpoints) 
 

 

How do you earn pocket money?  Recognise household chores –

www.linguascope.com ‘Les taches ménagères’ 

Using the present tense to explain what you do via Oak National Academy 

Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 https://www.thenational.academy/year-
9/french/introduction-to-the-present-tense-1-year-9-wk1-1  

 

How do you spend your pocket money?   Research how you can spend 
your money and how much typical items cost at www.fnac.com  

 

Saving up for a something special?  Future tense to talk about future plans 

  Pink Panther song on youtube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYVwv0HbEbk  

 

What career plans do you have?  Where do people work? Learn the 

vocabulary for different jobs - www.linguascope.com ‘Les métiers’  Design 

a poster to demonstrate the new language  www.linguascope.com ‘Les 
lieux de travail’ 

 

Can you look into your crystal ball?  Create a whole host of predictions for 
yourself, and others if you are feeling brave  

 
 

 

http://www.linguascope.com/
https://www.thenational.academy/year-9/french/introduction-to-the-present-tense-1-year-9-wk1-1
https://www.thenational.academy/year-9/french/introduction-to-the-present-tense-1-year-9-wk1-1
http://www.fnac.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYVwv0HbEbk
http://www.linguascope.com/
http://www.linguascope.com/
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Subject AR3 Content 

French 
RS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Les vacances’ (Holidays) – describing our holidays and understanding 
where people go and what they do on holiday 
(Linguascope login details are provided on Google classroom powerpoints) 
 

Where do we stay on holiday?  Recognising language to make a reservation 

Lesson1 and 2 – https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-
7/french#subjects  

 

What activities do we like to do on holiday in different weather?  
www.linguascope.com  ‘La météo’ and Seneca 5.24 Weather 

 

What do we eat on holiday? Food, drink and snacks – 

www.linguascope.com ‘Les snacks’   Seneca Food and drink 5.24 Countries 

5..22    Learn how to have a conversation in a restaurant and place an order 

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-8/french#subjects   
Research the speciality dishes of different regions of France  

 

What do you like to buy on holiday? What souvenirs do you like to buy?  
Can you describe them?  Do you buy any gifts?  If so, who do you buy for?  

 

Where are you going next year?   Where are you going to visit?  And stay? 
What are you going to eat? Learn the future tense through the Pink Panther 

song  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYVwv0HbEbk     Make a fantastic 

plan for 2021!  

 
 
 
 

https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-7/french#subjects
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-7/french#subjects
http://www.linguascope.com/
http://www.linguascope.com/
https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-8/french#subjects
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYVwv0HbEbk
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History 
Y8 

The Battle of the Somme:  

 List the problems of trench warfare. Write 3 features of the 
Somme Battle Plan.  

 Explain a variety of problems of trench warfare. Identify and 
explain the Somme Battle Plan. Identify and explain the reality 
of the Battle of the Somme. Decide whether Haig deserves his 
reputation as a ‘Butcher’  

 Compare and Contrast the Plan and Reality of the Battle of the 
Somme. Explain and justify your opinion of Haig –was he the 
Butcher of the Somme and were the soldiers really ‘Lions led 
by donkeys’?  

 
The role of Women in WW1  

 List how women’s lives changed during WW1  

 Provide several examples of the roles played by women during 
WW1. Make a judgement on the extent of change for women 
in the country due to the conflict  

 Evaluate how life changed for women using a range of 
examples. Examine the impact that War had upon the quest 
for female suffrage  

 
Defeat, Surrender, Armistice and Human Cost  

 Identify what is meant by the term ‘Armistice’. Use evidence to 
identify the human cost of war.  

 Interpret and analyze primary and secondary evidence to 
evaluate the human and economic cost of War.  

 Explore the British and German reaction to it. Interpret and 
analyze primary and secondary evidence to evaluate the 
human, economic and political cost of War. Explain why it is 
important that we remember the First World War  

 
The Treaty of Versailles  

 Identify what a Treaty is. Identify the terms of the Treaty of 
Versailles  

 Explain Germany’s position in 1918.Identify the attitudes of the 
Big Three to Defeated Germany in 1918  

 Evaluate the attitudes of the Big Three. Evaluate the Terms of 
the Treaty of Versailles. Explore and explain Germany’s 
reaction to this Treaty in 1919. Determine how fair the Treaty 
of Versailles was.  

 
The Young Adolf Hitler  

 Identify and see how accurate our preconceptions on Hitler are  

 Explore and explain the key events in the Early life of Hitler 
summarizing how this shaped his political life  

 Evaluate the early years of the Nazi Party and make explicit 
links to the Treaty of Versailles and the end of WW1  
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BBC Bitesize 
Academy Power points will be sent to students via google classroom  
Work will be submitted via google forms to enable tracking, monitoring 
and individual feedback on work submitted in this way  
This fits perfectly with our Recall and Retrieval focus and will be a 
valuable individual source of support in the future for all students 
It removes barriers to work completion as all students can submit the 
forms directly to their class teachers  
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Subject AR3 Content 

 
Art 
 
 
 

Recall of biro mark making skills and development of cubist 
fragmentation drawing skills 
Follow the step by step PPT to support you with the creation of your own 
Cubist guitar drawing showing different textures and tones to give contrast. 
Review of Analytical Cubism  
Develop geometric shapes in your work and experiment with this style of art 
using household stains such as tea and coffee stain. Apply tone using pencil 
blending techniques and black biro pen to support media layering. 
Develop your awareness of Synthetic Cubism 
Investigate what it looks like and some of the techniques used such as 
collage and frottage. Develop how you could use these techniques in your 
own work using every day materials to create your own piece of practical 
work. 
Research the artist Picasso 
Create a PPT presentation or word document that looks at his life, his work 
(particularly his Cubist phase). Research must be creatively presented. 
Picasso study page 
Using your previous research create a study page on Picasso. Follow the 
PPT and develop contrast by using different media techniques and scales. 

Food  
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 

8OM3 (LST) 
8ER4 (SBR) 
 

Healthy eating & the eatwell plate –  

Produce a food diary and evaluate own food choices in line with government 
guidelines and recommendations. Designing healthy options. Understanding 
of main food groups. They will be introduced to the key terms ‘macronutrients’ 
and ‘micronutrients’ and begin to learn about the functions and sources of 
important vitamins and minerals.  

Students will also begin to develop an awareness of dietary related 
deficiencies and the effect of these on the body. 

Pizza (Practical) research the technique ‘Kneading’ using BBC food.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/kneading 

Health, safety & hygiene 2: cleaning and contamination   

Students will learn about the different types of contamination (physical, 
biological and chemical) and begin to develop an awareness of the conditions 
needed for the growth of bacteria.  

Students will design their own refrigerator outlining where different food 
should be stored to reduce food spoilage from contamination and the correct 
process for cleaning down in a kitchen. 

Viennese Whirls (Practical) Research the technique of piping using BBC 
Food.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/using_piping_bags 

 

 

Food miles and origin.  

Research the palm oil industry and the environmental, moral and ethical 
impact of this. They will develop an awareness of the impact of single use 
plastic as well as exploring the origins of the food they eat.    

Graphics 
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 

8OM2 
(JMO) 
8ER5 (JMO) 

Investigate the TechSoft program via watching two links:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ TechSoft Basics 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3fAALoh9jo Contour Image 
Create your own question sheet (between 5 -10 questions) to check other 
students can recall the information on the video clips correctly. Think about 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/kneading
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/using_piping_bags
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ%20TechSoft%20Basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ%20TechSoft%20Basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ%20TechSoft%20Basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3fAALoh9jo%20Contour%20Image
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 the type of questions you could ask: multiple choice, true or false, put in the 
correct order, yes or no and open choice. Add at the bottom of the question 
sheet the answers to each question asked.  
 
Computer Experimentation using PowerPoint or Word  
Can you try to see how easy or difficult your design is to draw using computer 
aided design (CAD)? Use the supporting slides to help you develop your 
practical response. 
 
Develop a visual word wall, selecting one of the two word walls given can you 
develop an appropriate image for each key word? To challenge you further 
can you write your own definition for each word? 
 
Design your own jewellery packaging that is suitable for your Nightmare 
Before Christmas final design. Investigate possible packaging design ideas 
from bags to pouches and boxes, think about the colour, images and text you 
might use to develop your packaging experimentation. 
 
Create a poster design that could be used to advertise and promote 
Nightmare Before Christmas jewellery. Consider the style of font used, 
images and can you think of a slogan to support the theme and attract 
possible buyers’ attention? 

Product  
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 
8OM1 
(GDA) 
8ER1 (GDA) 
 

Task 1 – Completion of a number of design tasks that are designed to 
develop an understanding of the design process. Students are required to 
follow the PowerPoint slides. You need to ensure that develop a number of 
outcomes for each of the tasks highlighted. 
Research a number of different pieces of packaging. Using the table provided 
try and find a piece of packaging at home that meets all the criteria.  
Success Criteria: 
- Identify a piece of packaging using techniques shown. 
-Accurately critique a number of pieces of different packaging. 
 
Task 2 – Development of designs – you are required to develop a number of 
different designs that show a range of skills. Use the PowerPoint to help you 
with the development of the work and to help aid the layout of the design.  
Create a mood board of images that you can use to on the packaging. 
Then using the layout and examples provided, create at least 6 designs that 
include colour and annotation. 
Success Criteria: 
- Produce a selection of images that will influence the design of your 
packaging. 
- Choose relevant images which will help design your packaging, keeping the 
images to scale so they can be used to trace. 
- Modify the original logo and explain why you have made the changes. 

Textiles   
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 
8OM4 
(LDA) 
8ER3 (TMC) 

Mini project: Sock monsters 
Task 1: Students will be required to research the creator of ‘The Stupid Sock 
Creatures’ phenomenon. From this research students will produce a 
presentation including information about the designer John Murphy and a 
mood board of sock monsters and other sock creations.  
Resources: 
John Murphy YouTube channel 
https://www.youtube.com/user/stupidcreatures/featured 
John Murphy website 
http://www.stupidcreatures.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/user/stupidcreatures/featured
http://www.stupidcreatures.com/
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Pinterest page on sock creations 
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/jcalbery/sock-creations/ 
PowerPoint presentation to be posted to google classroom.  
Task 2: Students will pick from 2 tasks depending on the resources available 
to them at home.  
Opinion A – Using the guidance on the PowerPoint students are asked to 
create their own sock monster. 
Opinion B – Using the research from the previous remote learning lesson 
and the guidance on the PowerPoint students are asked to design 3 of their 
own sock monsters.  
Extension – Students could create a bio for their sock monster in the way the 
John Murphy does, giving the creature a name, likes/dislikes and creating a 
short story featuring the sock creature.  
Resources: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2eA1XBnXG0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyu1l6_sa5Q 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chMGPNCbM1A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Au5BHbStQ 
PowerPoint presentation to be posted to google classroom.  
 

Food 
(new rotation 
begins 
11.05.2020) 

8MO2 (LST) 
8ER5 (LST) 

Health, safety and hygiene 

Students will retrieve previous knowledge of working safely and hygienically 
in the kitchen and explore in greater detail the hazards of poor personal 
hygiene and control measures to prevent contamination. Student will also 
begin to learn about colour coded equipment used in the kitchen to reduce 
the risk of contamination. 

Burgers (Practical) understand the requirements for working with raw meat.  

Special diets 

Students will learn about a range of special dietary needs including medical, 
religious, cultural and optional diets. Creating their own dish for a specialist 
diet. 
 

Graphics 
(new rotation 
begins 
11.05.2020) 

8MO1 
(JMO) 
8MO3 
(LDA) 
8MO4 
(SBR) 
8MO5 
(GDA) 
8ER1 (JMO) 
8ER2 (TMC) 
8ER3 (SBR) 
8RE4 (GDA) 

Introduction to the Nightmare Before Christmas jewellery project 
Design brief shown alongside developing an awareness of the theme, The 
Nightmare Before Christmas film by Tim Burton. Sections of the film to be 
watched and discussed to support character and plot awareness. Question 
sheet completed. 
 
Create a spider diagram of key areas to consider when thinking about the 
project (use the project brief and film awareness to support this). Develop a 
research page of key characters and scenes from, ‘The Nightmare Before 
Christmas’. Use annotation to discuss how these pictures could be used to 
influence your designs. 
ACCESS FM – using jewellery examples select two different forms of 
jewellery to assess. Review your awareness of how to analyse products 
using ACCESS FM key terms. Describe each jewellery piece selected using 
the ACCESS FM prompt sheet. 
Initial ideas – you will need to sketch a minimum of four different ideas for 
your possible jewellery designs. Add notes to describe your ideas and the 
jewellery function. 
Idea Development – start to draw each idea in more detail, aiming through 
both written and visual communication to show where areas of your designs 
are engraved, in relief or inset. 
 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/jcalbery/sock-creations/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2eA1XBnXG0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyu1l6_sa5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chMGPNCbM1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Au5BHbStQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Au5BHbStQ
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PE 

01/06/2020 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 

Rules: 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 
One piece of evidence for one activity, the same evidence cannot be used twice (for 
example, if you complete all the #PEwithJOE you should have one piece of evidence 
for each). 
Rewards:  
For every column completed (7 activities) and diagonals completed (must be 7 
activities) you will receive a shout out on social media/google classroom. 
For every row completed (10 activities) you will receive a praise postcard in the post. 
For a full house (70 activities) you will receive a special prize upon returning to 
school. 

 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

08/06/2020 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 

(01/06/2020 – details of all rules & rewards) 

 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 
Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

15/06/2020 

 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 

(01/06/2020 – details of all rules & rewards) 

 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

22/06/2020 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 

(01/06/2020 – details of all rules & rewards) 

 
PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 
Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  
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29/06/2020 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 

(01/06/2020 – details of all rules & rewards) 

 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

06/07/2020 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 

(01/06/2020 – details of all rules & rewards) 

 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom) 

13/07/2020 

Summer Half Term Virtual PE Challenge – Google Classroom 
Complete an activity and upload your evidence to Instagram/twitter using 
#OMAVirtualPE20 

(01/06/2020 – details of all rules & rewards) 

 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


